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Engaging the Jewish World 
Their 4000-Year Story and Why It Matters to Everyone 

Lesson # 5 The European Age / Ashkenazi Jews 
By Bill Bjoraker, PhD 

bill.bjoraker@wciu.edu  

 

Introduction 
 

This lesson is an overview of the fifth era—The European Era. We are dividing 

Jewish history roughly into seven eras, though these are necessarily fuzzy boundaries 

that overlap. This period covers about 300 years from the close of the Spanish Golden 

Age with its high tide of Sephardic Jewish civilization to the rise of modernity in Europe. 

Modernity’s origins can be charted from the Renaissance and the scientific revolution 

that are generally included in this era of the 15th to the 17th centuries and close at about 

1700. So the period of this lesson is technically premodern or early modern. But is the 

European Enlightenment of the 18th century that was pivotal for the full launching of the 

modern worldview. This we will study in the sixth era. The fifth era In brief—from the 

end of the Spanish Golden Age to the rise of the Modern Age in Europe. 

Europe is considered an enlightened and often a Christian civilization. Because 

of this, it is remarkably ironic that the Jewish experience in Europe is the darkest in their 

history. This overview will describe the various forms of deadly antisemitism unleashed 

in Europe. These forms of antisemitism were the groundwork for the ultimate calamitous 

climax of European antisemitism—the Holocaust (occurring in the coming sixth era). 

This is the era of the predominance of Ashkenazi Jewish civilization. As 

Sephardic civilization declined, the Jewish communities in especially central, northern 

and western Europe were on the rise, coming to full fruition in the next era—The 

Modern Age. The first coming of Messiah is marked with “x” on the line below. 
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      Biblical        Hellenistic        Rabbinic      Islamic      European   Modern….. Zion 

I----------------------I---------------x----I-----------------I--------------I---------------I---------------i---- 

2000 BC            300 BC            100 AD          700 AD       1400        1700            1948 
 

 
Each era has three developments in common: 1) Adoption of a new Language, 

2) Learning; involvement in new realms of cultural activity, and 3) Lasting Effects on the 

Jewish mind and a lasting Legacy to the human race. Look for these as you read. Then 

after reading, fill in the blanks at bottom for the three developments for this fifth 
era. 

 

5) The European Age: Ashkenazi Jewish Civilization 
 
In the previous lesson/era we focused on one of the two major groupings of 

Diaspora Jews— the Sephardic Jews, or “Sephardim” (in Hebrew).  In this lesson we 

will learn of the other major group— the Ashkenazi Jews, or “Ashkenazim” (in Hebrew). 

“Ashkenaz” was the name of the great grandson of Noah (Genesis 10:3). The term 

came later to be applied to Germany. 

Nearly all the Jewish people today are descended from one of these major 

groupings, or are classed with them. The majority of the Jewish people at the turn of the 

21st century (about 80 % of the population, or about ten million) are Ashkenazi. 

 The expulsion of all Jews from Spain in 1492 set the Jewish people in motion 

virtually everywhere. A major shift of the Jewish population was occurring. A large 

percentage of the Sephardic Jewish refugees migrated to the countries of the Ottoman 

Empire, where they had relative religious freedom. By the early 1500s the largest 

Jewish population in the world was in the Ottoman Empire.  

 So now to focus on the Ashkenazim—Jewish people had settled in Italy since the 

time of the Roman Empire. They migrated northward across the Alps into Germany from 

500-1000 AD. The Holy Roman Emperor Charlemagne invited Jews to settle and trade 

in central Europe in the 800s AD, especially in the Rhine River Valley, which flows north 
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through Germany into the North Sea. By 1000 AD they were the principal traders in the 

Rhineland cities of Speyer, Worms, Mainz and Cologne. Jewish communities developed 

as cities within the cities. These communities were the origin of the Ashkenazi Jews. 

 

 
 

In this overview, we will look at three major episodes— the life of a most 

influential Ashkenazi rabbi whose time was earlier than this era, but whose shadow (or 

light?)  is cast in Judaism for the succeeding centuries in Europe. This is followed by a 

consideration of the Jewish experience in  secularizing Renaissance. Finally, we look at 

antisemitism and what might be called “Europe vs. the Ashkenazim.” This experience 

spans centuries before this era’s dates and continues centuries after our dates (1400-

1700), but the essence of this reality is best described here.   
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Rabbi Shlomo ben Isaac (known by the acronym “Rashi”) (1040-1105 
AD) – “The Prince of Jewish Bible Commentators”  
 

 Rashi was born to a religious Jewish family in Troyes, France, in the year 1040 

AD. Troyes is about 100 miles southeast of Paris. This area was considered part of 

Ashkenaz in the Jewish reckoning.  His mother's brother was Rabbi Simon the Elder, 

community leader of Mainz, in the Rhineland area of Germany. Young Shlomo was 

attracted to the rabbinic yeshivas (academies) of Mainz and Worms, and so attended 

there to study. At about the age of 25 he returned from Germany to Troyes and began 

work in the rich vineyards of the Champagne district. He opened a rabbinic school in 

Troyes, but not to make money because he did not believe in profiting from Jewish 

studies. He believed it was a supreme duty to share his knowledge of the Torah and 

Talmud with others. 

 Rashi continued to support himself by growing grapes and making wine. But his 

teaching was so brilliant that his fame soon spread throughout France and Germany. 

Rashi had no sons, but he had three gifted and devoted daughters who helped him with  

his work and were famous for their learning. And He had many gifted pupils. One of his 

daughters, Jochebed, married Rabbi Meir ben Samuel, who had attended the Mainz 

Academy with Rashi. Four sons were born to Meir and Jochebed who all became 

famous Jewish scholars.  Rashi’s yeshiva in Troyes became a celebrated rabbinic 

center in Europe and a rallying point for Ashkenazi Jewry and a center of Jewish 

scholarship. He had many of his students commit to writing many of the oral traditions. 
 Rashi wrote commentaries on most of the books of the Bible. He had great skill 

in understanding and explaining the Scriptures. He wrote commentaries on every verse 

of the Biblical books. He explained the meaning of difficult passages with just a few 

words. His style of interpretation was a balance between the literal explanation and 

midrash (sermonic examples and stories to illustrate). Rashi said, “As for me, I am only 

concerned with the literal meaning of the Scriptures, and with such aggadot  (stories) as 

explain the biblical passages in a fitting manner.”  
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Because of the wide range of Rashi's commentaries and the unique and personal 

character of his Scripture interpretations, he more than any other Jewish scholar has 

shaped modern rabbinic Judaism’s interpretation of the Bible. Many printed editions of 

the Torah in modern times include Rashi’s commentaries along with the text. He ranks 

as high as any ancient scholar as a theologian, Bible commentator, and Talmudist. 

Rashi is the Ashkenazi counterpart to Maimonides for the Sephardim. 
 A testimony to the popularity of his work is that when printing was invented, the 

first Hebrew work to come off the press was Rashi’s commentary on the Torah in 1475. 

His commentary on the Talmud, which covers nearly all of the Babylonian Talmud (a 

total of 30 tractates), has been included in every edition of the Talmud since its first 

printing in the 1520s. His commentaries on the Torah and still printed and used to this 

day.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Below is a typical page of the Talmud. In the middle of the page we have the 
Talmudic text itself, in Hebrew, with first the Mishnah and then the Gemara. 

The text surrounding the Talmudic text to the right is Rashi’s commentary. It is 
outlined with a blue line to indicate it to you.  Rashi’s commentary is so important 
that it is part of the printing of the Talmud. 
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https://ajewishvoice.wordpress.com/2012/05/20/studying-the-talmud-an-overview-over-

the-daf/  
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Rashi’s last years were disrupted by the violence of the First Crusade (1095-

1096). Crusaders traversing France on the way to the Holy Land murdered several of 

his relatives and friends. 

 
The Renaissance Jewish Experience.  

The encounter of the Jewish people with the astonishing Italian Renaissance (a 

“rebirth” of culture, learning and the arts) (1400-1700) was a significant episode in the 

Jewish story. According to Patai, Italian Jewry is the oldest in Europe among the still 

existing Jewish communities. Jews first settled in Rome in the second century B.C. The 

Apostle Paul wrote his famous Epistle to the Romans in 57 AD to the early church 

community there, which included both Jewish and Gentile followers of Jesus.  

Many Jewish refugees, Marranos and others, fleeing the Inquisition and on the 

move due to the Expulsion from Spain in 1492 and migrated to Italy. There had been 

many expulsions from the city-states of Italy during the medieval period. The Jews were 

persecuted during the Middle Ages, and if not expelled, were forced into their own 

separate areas. The word “ghetto” so often associated with Jewish people, is an Italian 

word. Contrary to the wide-ranging, genocidal persecutions in many countries on the 

continent (most notably Spain and Germany), there was never such a total anti-Semitic 

persecution in Italy. 

Jewish people seem to be present, and often to be at the vortex of, the most 

significant historical-cultural movements. And so it was in the  cultural flowering of the 

Renaissance. For the  Ladino-speaking Sephardic Jews who had migrated from the 

Iberian Peninsula and Spain’s North African colonies, the memory of the Spanish 

Golden Age faded when they encountered the Italian Jewish culture, influenced by the 

Renaissance. 
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In the Italian Renaissance,  for the first time, the Jewish people fully entered into 

the totality of an alien culture. Italy was the point of brilliance, the hot spot of civilization, 

and the Jewish people have always been attracted to that due to their giftedness. So 

they began to use the Italian language. They participated in all the cultural activities, 

including the vices, of the secular Renaissance world: not only medicine and science 

and literature but also sports and the vices—gambling and alcohol. 

Jewish people were very active in the Renaissance, in three main areas.   

First, they were physicians. The tradition of a Jewish doctor is very old. In the university 

in Padua alone, between 1517 and 1619 about eighty Jews graduated in philosophy 
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and medicine. In medical practice, Jews predominated (Patai 1977:159). Almost all of 

the Italian dukes and noblemen had Jewish doctors, who influenced them in more than 

just medical matters.  

Secondly, they was much Jewish participation in what is called the “School of the 

Christian Hebraists.” A large number of Christian scholars studied Hebrew. The Puritans 

were one result of this trend. When the Pilgrims arrived in the New World, they took a 

vote whether or not the official language should be Hebrew. The fact that such a 

proposal could be entertained is a statement as to the popularity of Hebrew in the non-

Jewish world. And the Jews were naturally the conduit for that. They were hired by 

churches, scholars and universities to teach Hebrew, even though they could not hold 

official titles. 

Thirdly, Jews were very active in the printing press business. Until modern  

technology, the printing press was the greatest discovery in the history of the Western 

world. Its impact cannot be underestimated. It changed civilization. When Gutenberg’s 

Bible was published in 1454 a new world opened. In effect, the world of the Middle Ages 

was closing, and the modern world was being ushered in.  

The significance of this period in the formation of the Jewish mind is that it that it 

was then that the balance of Jewish involvement shifted from the age-old continuity of 

religious, Jewish, Talmudic learning, to predominantly secular and humanistic cultural 

pursuits. They were times of a relative reduction of persecution of the Jews, and the 

consequent social mixing between Jews and Christians meant for a weakening of 

Jewish religious observance.  

However, these Italian Jews remained firmly anchored in their Jewish identity. 

They generally considered the stimulating creativity and learning of the Renaissance as 

enhancing their own treasure Jewish heritage. This is in contrast to the later German 
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Enlightenment, when Jewish identity became an unwanted burden and vestige for 

many. 

 
Under the Chuppah: A Jewish Wedding in Renaissance Italy. Despite endemic 
European anti-Semitism Jewish people asserted their cultural and religious life. 
“Chaim”!  
 
 

The “People of the Book” were also becoming people of all kinds of books. 

Jewish people branched out into secular studies, both during the “Spanish Golden Age” 

and in the Italian Renaissance. A lasting effect on the “Jewish mind,” or the collective 

memory of the Jewish peoplehood is that “For the first time in their long history, the 

Jews acquired for themselves the totality of an alien culture.” (Raphael Patai).  

 

Here is a saying from a Jewish thinker of the time, 

 

“The refined soul yearns to know the truth of everything.”                               

                  (Azariah de Rossi, Meor ‘Einayim–1574) 
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Contribution of the Jew in the Middle Ages: Three figures are depicted, the first one 
holding an empty slate, typifying philosophy. Above him are the scales signifying truth 
and justice. The center figure in blue holds an astrolabe (probably invented by a Jew). 
Above him is a sphere and an ark, also a star. He symbolizes astronomy or 
astrology...The figure in green on the right stands for medicine, green was the color 
worn by physicians in the Middle Ages. The men on the left...and those are the right are 
all seeking knowledge...."  
-Mural Description From the Lectures of Rabbi Edgar F. Magnin, 1929-1930:  
Mural in the Wilshire Boulevard Temple, Los Angeles. http://murals.wbtla.org/a-
medieval-golden-age.html  
 
 
Europe vs. the Ashkenazi Jews  
 

We have looked at the relatively happy life and coexistence of the Jewish people 

in Italy during the Renaissance, in some ways comparable to the Spanish Golden Age. 

Let us now step back and take a broader look at the Jewish experience in the whole of 

Europe over the span of many centuries. 

 In the year 1096, the Pope called the First Crusade, recruiting armies to journey 

to the Holy Land to liberate it from the Muslims. Once on the march, the Crusaders 

(often no better than a mob) attacked the Jewish communities along the Rhine. They 
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thought that since they were out to battle the “infidel” (faithless) Muslims, why spare the 

infidel Jews, “the murderers of our Lord”? They killed the men or forcibly converted 

them to Christianity. Children were slaughtered to prevent them from growing into adult 

Jews. In the city of Mainz over 1000 Jewish women holed up in the archbishop’s castle 

and committed mass suicide rather than be forced to convert. The ancient, wealthy 

Jewish communities of the Rhineland were destroyed.  They left the charred ruins and 

the bodies of some 5000 massacred men, women and children.  

When the crusaders reached Jerusalem in 1099, the entire Jewish population 

was crowded into the chief synagogue and the building was set on fire. The Jewish 

community of the City of David was burned alive. There were a series of nine Crusades 

in all; religion-driven military campaigns to liberate the Holy Land from the Muslims, 

lasting until 1272. Professing Christians, under the banner of the Cross, killed Jews as 

they waged war against Muslims. Tragically, the Crusades have left an unhealed wound 

in the Jewish soul and an abiding antipathy among the Jewish people toward the 

symbol of the Cross. 

 In 1290 all Jews were expelled from England.  Many Jews fled from Germany to 

France, but they were expelled from areas of France in the 1300s and finally expelled 

completely in 1394. In Italy, Jews were forced into ghettoes by pressure from the Pope, 

and also expelled from many Italians city-states especially during the 1500s.  

 The German Protestant reformer Martin Luther turned anti-Semitic at the end of 

his life in the 1540s. Luther devoted his last sermon in 1546 entirely to preaching 

against the Jews, saying it was a matter of great urgency to expel them all from 

Germany, unless they desisted from their slander and their usury and became 

Christians. Luther said, "We want to practice Christian love toward them and pray that 

they convert," but also know that they are "our public enemies ... and if they could kill us 

all, they would gladly do so. And so often they do.” These persecutions drove huge 

numbers of Jewish people eastward to Austria, Poland, Lithuania, the Ukraine and 

Russia. This migration continued steadily between 1100 and 1600.  
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  Poland and Lithuania offered greater freedom than other countries and by the 

1550s they became the new cultural centers for European Jews. In 1569 Poland and 

Lithuania formally united to form the Poland-Lithuanian Commonwealth. 

 By about 1600 the majority of the world’s Jews lived in Poland. For about 100 

years Poland was like a new Spanish Golden Age for the Ashkenazim. Jewish people 

prospered, were well educated and well governed. But in 1648-49 it ended as bloody 

massacres by the Cossacks swept through Poland. 

 Sadly, life for the Jewish people in European Christendom (under both Catholic 

and Protestant regimes), was on the whole worse than it was under Muslim rule, until 

modern times. 

  

 Encountering a hostile Gentile host society, Jewish people have used these 

strategies to survive; they have— 

 Either- maintained commitment to Torah observance, a strong practice of Jewish 

religious and cultural tradition, teaching and modeling from generation to generation the 

Jewish way of life. This has been the most important and successful factor for Jewish 

survival. And until the modern era, the vast majority of Jews practiced their religious 

tradition.  

 Or separated themselves from the Gentile society (or been excluded by the 

Gentiles, as in the ghetto experience);  

 Or migrated (or fled) when persecuted or expelled by Gentiles;  

 Or sought toleration by becoming needed or indispensable to Gentile         

society through the goods and services they offered; 

 Or sought to join Gentile society by assimilation (erasing their Jewish identity) by 

intermarriage with Gentiles and adopting the culture of the Gentile society, sometimes 

by false conversion (social conversion) to Christianity and sometimes by genuine 

conversion to the religion of Christianity.  

 Or they resisted by fighting back violently. But this they did only very rarely, 

because they knew the majority Gentiles held the political and military power and so 

would vastly overwhelm them. 
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 Listed and briefly summarized below, are instances or manifestations of 

European Christian antisemitism: 

 

• Ghettoes – This Italian word literally means “cannon factory.” It was the name for 

the section of Venice where the Jews were forced to live next to a cannon 

factory. Later the term was used for any walled section of a city where Jews were 

forced to live. From 1562 the word became the official term used in anti-Jewish 

laws. Jews were expelled from cities, and forced into ghettos. They were 

designed to get the maximum economic advantage from the Jews (including 

taxes), while minimizing Jewish social contact with the rest of the population. The 

ghettoes offered the Jewish people a certain degree of security. It made the 

observance of Torah easier. But for most Jews, the ghetto meant overcrowding 

and unhealthy conditions.  
 

• The Fourth Lateran Council of the Roman Catholic Church – In 1215, this 

council was convened. Jews were specifically barred from public office. It ruled 

that no Jew could rule over a Christian, which meant that Jews could not hire 

Christian workers or command Christian troops. The council decreed that Jews 

must wear special hats or badges when in public. The council adopted the 

doctrine of “transubstantiation,” teaching that the “Host” (the consecrated wafer 

of bread of the Mass or Eucharist ritual) becomes the actual flesh of Jesus, and 

the wine becomes his actual blood. This led to new waves of anti-Semitism, 

when Jews were accused of stealing and desecrating the Host. 

 

• “Descrating the Host” – In 1243 in Berlin, Germany another slander arose in 

which Jews were accused of stealing the “Host,” which is the wafer of bread used 

in the Roman Catholic mass. Catholics believe that the wafer turns into the actual 

body of Jesus during the mass ceremony. Jews were accused of stealing and 

torturing the wafer and forcing the blood of the suffering Jesus to flow from it. 
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There were superstitions of the tortured “Host” crying like a child, or screaming in 

pain. This accusation motivated waves of violence against Jews. 

 

• The Blood Libel - In 1144 the notorious “blood libel” was invented in England. 

This was a false charge that Jews murdered Christians to use their blood in 

Jewish ritual and as a necessary ingredient in Passover matzah. This totally false 

superstition spread to the European mainland and motivated many massacres of 

Jewish people, their properties taken and given to the local churches. Blood 

libels fueled further violence against the Jewish people during the Crusades.  

 

• Anti-Semitic Slanders and Superstitions – European Gentile Christians of the 

Middle Ages did not have very extensive understanding of cultures other than 

their own. Most were not highly educated, and certainly not in areas of 

anthropology and cultural diversity. Often then, when European Gentiles read the 

Gospels or heard the Gospel story, and about how the Jews of Jesus’ time had 

witnessed his miracles and seen the prophecies fulfilled, but yet most of them 

rejected Jesus, they interpreted matters like this— the Jews knew the truth about 

Jesus but still rejected him because Jesus was poor and humble. Because the 

Jewish people of these Europeans own time also rejected Christianity, they 

though that the Jews of every generation showed the same spirit of obstinacy 

and rebellion as those of Jesus’ time. The Jews were therefore so evil that they 

could scarcely be human. So suspicions arose that Jews were quite different 

from ordinary people.  Jewish laws about kosher food laws and slaughtering of 

animals, and rites such as circumcision reinforced these suspicions. So stories 

circulated that the Jews actually had tails, suffered from a bloody flux, and had a 

peculiar smell that disappeared when they were baptized. Many believed the 

Jews served the Devil, and communed with him at secret ceremonies.  

 

• Jewish Special Hats, Badges and Stars - Jews were in many places required 

to wear special hats or badges, or yellow stars of David when out in public.   In 
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Venice, they were first a yellow badge, then a yellow hat, then a red hat. During 

Nazi era in Germany, they were again forced to wear the yellow Star of David. 
 

 

 
                Crusaders humiliating Jews                Jewish Star with inscription “Jude” (Jew) 
http://www.hist-chron.com/judentum-aktenlage/hol/EncJud_judenstern-d/011-Deutschland-

judenstern-m-inschrift-jude02.jpg  

 
 

• “Ecclesia” and “Synagoga” – In medieval European Christendom, The Church 

and the Synagogue were often pictured as two female figures, named “Ecclesia” 

and “Synagoga.”. These two personifications were often paired in painting and 

sculpture and seen on the frescoes and friezes of European cathedrals.  Ecclesia 

(the Church) holds a straight scepter with a cross, a chalice representing the 

Redeemer's blood. She is strong, beautiful and victorious.  Synagoga (Judaism) 

was blindfolded and held the Tablets of the Law (the Ten Commandments), and 

held a broken scepter. Often the crown is falling from her bowed-down head, the 

tablets of the Law falling from her hand. She is defeated, blinded and humiliated.  

This expressed the hurtful attitude of triumphalism by the Church over 

Judaism/the Jewish people. This both reflected and worsened the alienation 

between the European forms of Christianity and the Jewish people. Even though 

Jesus would not approve of this triumphalism toward His own Jewish people, this 
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was the only form of Christianity the Jewish people knew of, and so this had the 

effect of reinforcing their resistance to Jesus Himself.   

 

 
The original Ecclesia and Synagoga from the portal of Strasbourg Cathedral, 

now in the museum and replaced by replicas 
Sculptures - unknown artist, photo - Rama - 1 and File: Statue "La Synagogue" de la 
Cathédrale de Strasbourg, original gothique conservé au Musée de l'OEuvre Notre-
Dame.jpg  
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Statue_%22La_Synagogue%22_de_la_Cath%C3%A9
drale_de_Strasbourg,_original_gothique_conserv%C3%A9_au_Mus%C3%A9e_de_l%27OEuvr
e_Notre-Dame.jpg  

 

Note how this is the exact opposite of the attitude the apostle Paul  exhorted the 

Gentile Christians to have— “Do not be arrogant toward the natural  branches 

(the Jewish people); ...remember, it is not you  (Gentile Christians) who supports 
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the root (Israel), but the root that supports you” (Romans 11:18). Christians 

have, throughout history, generally defied the apostle, and thereby the Word of 

God, in this matter. 
 

• The Black Death and Blaming the Jews – Jews were blamed for things that 

had never happened, but were also falsely blamed for bad things that did 

happen. In 1348-49 the deadly Bubonic plague, called the “Black Death,” caused 

and carried by fleas, struck Europe killing about one half of the whole population. 

The Jews were widely blamed for the plague; it was said the Jews poisoning the 

wells.  There were many attacks against Jewish communities. Many Jews were 

burned alive. Over 200 Jewish communities were destroyed by 1351.  Societies 

often look for someone to blame for tragedies and disasters.  

  This practice is called “scapegoating” (derived from the “scapegoat” used 

 in the ritual of Yom Kippur [the Day of Atonement] of Leviticus 16). Jews were 

 usually the scapegoats in Christian and Muslim societies. 

  

• Moneylending – In the early Middle Ages, Jews were found in nearly every     

occupation. Because they were talented and educated, they were key element in 

many branches of European life.  Because there were Jewish people in most 

countries, including the Middle East and Far East, they formed an international 

network of business relationships. Jewish people were skilled in business and 

financial management. They acted as business agents between Muslims and 

Christians in international trade and commerce The Muslim world and the 

Christian world were strongly opposed to each other.  Jews lived in both worlds 

without being too close to either, and so could act as “middlemen.”   

By the High Middle Ages (1000-1450 AD), as many Christians learned 

these profitable trades they forced the Jewish people out of professions where 

they offered competition.  Jews were forbidden to farm or own land. They were 

forced out of the new craft unions (guilds), and even out of international 

commerce. Only one field was left open to them—moneylending. Lending money 
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at interest was regarded by the Church as the sin of “usury” and forbidden to 

Christians.  But in the growing economy, the need for loans was great. So Jews 

were invited, then forced to become the moneylenders of Europe. So many Jews 

found themselves a necessary but hated profession. Then often because of the 

anti-Semitic slanders and superstitions (see the above point), dangers were 

added to the Jewish moneylenders, whom people suspected of getting rich by 

bleeding poor Christians.  

  In this way, the stereotype of the crafty money-mad Jew was born.  We 

 must be careful not to perpetuate this stereotype, by assuming all Jews are rich, 

 or are especially interested in money, or are greedy. This is slanderous and not 

 more true of Jews than of any other people.  

         

•  “Court Jews” - Jews, being talented and educated people were often tapped by 

the ruling kings for court service as physicians, counselors and advisors. In 

several of the German princely states from 1500-1800, royal courts employed 

wealthy Jews as court agents and financiers. They were also known as 

“Hofjuden” (in German), “Court factors,” or “Court agents,” They had 

considerable political influence due to their skillful handling of finance for the 

noblemen. They were given special privileges, and could live outside the ghettos, 

where and how they wanted. But as the story of Joseph Oppenheimer shows, 

these privileged positions were precarious. When the nobleman he served died, 

a Court Jew could fall quickly. Many were jealous of him, resented and distrusted 

him because he was Jewish.  The jealousies they aroused often led to the 

persecution of the whole Jewish community.  
 

• 1648 — A Pivotal Year in Ashkenazi Jewish history. The conditions for the 

Jewish people in Germany and Poland were reversed. The thriving Polish Jewish 

community was disrupted by the Cossacks, in the Chmielnitski Massacres, led by 

Bogdan Chmielnitski during a revolt by a people in the Ukraine whose territory 

had been conquered by Poland. Cossacks killed over 100,000 of Jews between 
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1648 to1658. This uprising caused the greatest loss of Jewish life until the 

Holocaust. About half the Jewish population was destroyed. In Germany, the 

Thirty Years War ended the same year, and the Enlightenment values of greater 

tolerance and rights for Jews was gaining ground. Conditions would be better in 

Germany for the Jewish people until the Nazi era of the 1930s. 
 

• Russia, the Pale of Settlement and the Pogroms – In the late 1700s, Poland, 

with its large Jewish population was partitioned three times by its neighbors, 

Austria, Prussia and Russia. In 1772, Russia took over Lithuania and large 

sections of Poland. Suddenly the Russians were ruling the world’s largest Jewish 

population. The Russian rulers tried to control the Jews, to prevent them from 

mingling too freely with Russia’s peasants. They sought to prevent Jewish 

businesses from competing in Russian cities. So the czars designated much of 

the area that was Lithuania, Latvia, Belorussia, Poland, and Ukraine as the “The 

Pale of Settlement” and restricted the Jews to living there. Jews were 

discriminated against even within “the Pale,” however. They had to pay double 

taxes, were further crowded into small villages called “shtetls” (“shtet-els”). 

Poverty increased among the Jewish population. Pogroms were frequent 

(“pogrom” is the Russian word for the anti-Semitic riots in which Jews were 

massacred). 

 

In 1905, the Russian Czarist secret police instigated writing and dissemination of 

anti-Semitic Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion. This was a forged document 

that contended that the Jews were involved in an international conspiracy to 

control the world’s finances and plotting to take over the world. These false 

documents have been used to provoke anti-Jewish violence in various places 

since then.  Below : Map of the Russian Pale of Settlement by Martin Glibert 
https://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/the-pale-of-settlement  
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The following is an actual account of a “pogrom” written by a woman  who 

personally witnessed one in a Jewish community in the Pale of Settlement in  1911:     

 

Passover in Old Russia 
From The Promised Land, written in 1911,  

By Mary Antin (1881-1949) 

 

 The Passover season, when we celebrated our deliverance from the land 

of Egypt, and felt so glad and thankful as if it only just happened, was the time 

our Gentile neighbors chose to remind us that Russia was another Egypt. It 

was not so bad within the Pale [of Settlement]; but in Russian cities, and even 

more in the country districts, where Jewish families lived scattered by special 

permission of the police, who were always changing their minds about letting 

them stay, the Gentiles made the Passover a time of horror for the Jews. 

Somebody would start up that lie about murdering Christian children, and the 

stupid peasants would get mad about it, and fill themselves with vodka, and 

set out to kill the Jews. They attacked them with knives and clubs, and 

scythes and axes, killed them or tortured them, and burned their houses. This 

was called a “pogrom.”  Jews who escaped the pogroms came with wounds 

on them, and horrible, horrible stories of little babies torn limb from limb 

before their mother’s eyes. Only to hear these things made one sob and sob 

and choke with pain. People who saw such things never smiled any more, no 

matter how long they lived; and sometimes their hair turned white in a day, 

and some people became insane on the spot. 
(A Book of Jewish Thoughts: Selected and Arranged by Joseph Herman 

Hertz. Authorized American Edition, Twelfth Edition. New York: Bloch 

Publishing Company. 1954) 

 

• The Holocaust - (From the Greek word for “a completely burnt sacrificial 

offering”)  (Called the “Shoah” in Hebrew, meaning “a violent storm”) –  most of 
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you reading will be well aware of the basic facts of the Holocaust—Six million 

Jews systematically murdered in an attempt to exterminate them all via death 

camps and crematoria during World War II (1939-45).  So I treat the basic story 

briefly here and offer some comments. In many ways the Holocaust was the 

culmination of the age-old anti-Semitism of European Christendom. The rise of 

Adolf Hitler and the National Socialist (Nazi) political movement in Germany in 

the 1930s, ushered in the darkest days for European Jewish civilization.  Aided 

by the false ideology that the Jews were inferior to white Aryan (Germanic) race, 

and by conspiracy theories (like The Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion) 

Hitler promoted the scapegoating of the Jewish people, blaming them for all the 

miseries of Germany after World War I.  One of the slogans seen on signs in 

German streets during the Nazi era read, “The Jews are our misfortune.”   

 

This ideology broke out into widespread violence in a pogrom called 

“Kristallnacht” (“Crystal Night,” or the “Night of Broken Glass”). Nearly 1000 

synagogues were set afire on November 9, 1938, in an officially orchestrated 

evening of widespread violence and vandalism of Jewish property. Jewish 

businesses and shops were severely vandalized throughout Germany. Josef 

Goebbels, the propaganda minister under Hitler, masterminded this Night of 

Broken Glass. This foreshadowed Hitler’s “Final Solution” to “the Jewish 

Problem.” Six million Jews were transported to concentration camps, worked to 

death, shot or gassed to death, their bodies cremated in the crematoriums. 

Germany was the nation of the protestant Reformation and Adolf Hitler had been 

baptized as a Roman Catholic; so tragically, in the perception of most Jewish 

people (until perhaps the turn of the 21st century), the Holocaust was perpetrated 

by Christians against the Jewish people.  

 

• Holocaust Memorial Day (“Yom ha Shoah,” in Hebrew) – Since 1951, the State 

of Israel has observed a national day of remembrance for the six million Jews 

who perished in the Shoah.  It is held on the 27th Nisan on the Jewish calendar 
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(April or May). It is a public holiday. Israeli flags are flown half-mast throughout 

the country. 

 
Three Stages of European Christian Anti-Semitism  

One way, and a chilling way, to summarize the European antisemitism is to see it 

in three progressively worse phases: 

 

 1. Exclusion (“You cannot live among us as Jews”)- In the early    

 centuries, Jews were excluded from Christian society, unless they    

 converted to Gentile Christianity. There were many attempted forcible   

 conversions. 

 2. Expulsion (“You cannot live among us”) – The expulsions and forcing   

 into ghettoes. 

 3. Extermination (“You cannot live”) –“the Final Solution”, the Holocaust.  

 

This is the truly tragic story of Jewish-Christian relations in the Western world and one 

that we must take into serious consideration as we seek to communicate the Good 

News of Jesus the Messiah  to the Jewish people today.  

 

Following is a significant observation about how the Jewish people fared in the Muslim 

and Christendom worlds, which should be well noted: 

 
 
“The Jews were never free from discrimination [in the Islamic world], 
but only rarely subject to persecution.” He noted that the situation of 
the Jews living under Islamic rulers was “never as bad as in 
Christendom at its worst, nor ever as good as in Christendom at its 
best.”  (Bernard Lewis, quoted in Gilbert 2010:xx-xxi) 
 
Note that there is nothing in Islamic history to parallel the brutality and the lethality of 

Spanish Inquisition, the Russian pogroms, or the Nazi Holocaust. But also, there is 

nothing in Jewish experience under Islam that matches the freedom, prosperity, 
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acceptance, respect and dignity of life the Jews experienced under the democratic West 

and America in the last three centuries. 

 

Think about this profound insight and discuss its implications for Messianic witness to 

Jesus among Jewish people. Write out one implication here:  
 

 
 
 
References Cited above: 
 

Gilbert, Martin. In Ishmael’s House: A History of the Jews in Muslim Lands. New Haven 

and London: Yale University Press. 2010. 

 

Patai, Raphael. The Jewish Mind. New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons. 1977. 

 

Summary: Language, Learning and Legacy of the Era 
 There were two major new language acquisitions achieved during this era— 

Italian and Yiddish. Outside or Italy and Spain, the communities of central and Eastern 

Europe developed Yiddish. Jewish refugees fled Germany eastward to Poland, 

Lithuania and Russia throughout the 12th, 13th and 14th centuries. The German 

language they spoke developed over the centuries into the “Yiddish” language and 

became a common language of Ashkenazi Jews. It was a mix of Hebrew and German 

written in Hebrew script.  

New cultural learning in the Renaissance experience were secular studies, 

such as medicine, science, sports, but also the vices of secularization. 

The lasting effects of the Renaissance era are that the balance of study, and 

cultural pursuits shifted to the secular; the first immersion in the totality of an alien 
culture, and a greater religious laxity or secularization. 
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Additionally, and tragically, the centuries of the hostility of anti-Semitism 

reinforced mistrust and fear of Gentiles, the fear that at any time, the host Gentiles 

culture could turn on them. And it often did. This caused the phenomenon suffered by 

some Jewish people of Jewish self-rejection  (sometimes called “Jewish self-
hatred”), in which the negative stereotype of the Jew is internalized by Jewish people, 

and they in various degrees reject their Jewish identity. 
 

Quotes 
Think about these quotes about apply to the essay you just read. Write out an 

insight you received:  

 
 
“Though the Anti-Zionists are fond of referring to the Western Jews as “Europeans,” the 
Europeans themselves took a very different view of the matter.” (Ellen Willis) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“Anti-Semitism is the longest-running, most widely adopted social pathology in history.” 
(Rabbi Irving Greenberg) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“There have been lots of premature obituaries written about anti-Semitism.” (Leonard 
Zakim) 
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The European Age /Ashkenazis– 1700 AD BC- 1948 
 
Review of the Three Developments of Each Era: 
 
1) Language: adoption of a new one. 
2) Learning: Involvement in new realms of cultural activity 
3) Legacy: to the world and/or the retained Lasting Effects (on the character or culture 
of the Jewish People). 
 
 
Fill in the blanks for this era : 
 
1) Language(s) -__________________ 
  
 
2) Learning - ___________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
3) Lasting Effects/Legacy – _______________________________________________ 

 
 
Yiddish Exercise 
 
Here are a few well-known Yiddish words, used even by non-Jews in modern America: 

Draw a line matching the Yiddish word to its English meaning: 

 

chutzpah –                                                                                             Congratulations! 

klutz –                                                                                                     an idiot or a jerk   

mazel tov –                                                                      nerve, or brazen impudence, gall 

oy vey –                                                                                     to chat or make small talk 

schlepp –                                                                                               a clumsy person 

schmooze –                                                                        “Oh no!”  ...or... “Good Grief!” 

schmuck –                                                         to drag or carry something a long distance 
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Jewish Humor - The Great Jewish-Christian Debate (or “The Rabbi 
and the Pope”) 

Historical Background: In Medieval Europe it became a somewhat frequent practice 
to hold Jewish-Christian "Disputations" (as they were called). The presence of Jews in 
Christian society challenged the existing Christianity. So public debates were held 
(virtually always at the initiative of Christian leaders) between Jewish and Christian 
scholars about which was the true religion. They were a sort of theological gladiatorial 
contest. About sixty years after Maimonides’ death, King James I of Aragon, who was 
friendly to the Jews, staged the most famous one in Barcelona from July 20-31, 1263. 
The Jewish community put forth their best scholar, Nahmanides, a brilliant and skilled 
debater. As the debate proceeded, the Christians felt it was going against them. Each 
side has a different account as to how the debate went and who won. Overall these 
debates were not good for the Jews. It was like putting Judaism on trial. Sometimes 
riots ensued and lives were lost. Do you think that these disputations could have been 
unfair or even rigged?  

Several centuries ago in Europe, the Pope decided that all the Jews had to leave 

a ghetto where they were living at the edge of the Vatican City state. Naturally there 

was great anxiety in the Jewish community. They sent their best representative to the 

Vatican palace and asked for clemency. So the Pope made a deal. He would have a 

religious debate with a member of the Jewish community. If the Jew won, Judaism was 

the superior religion and the Jews could stay. If the Pope won, Christianity was the 

superior religion and the Jews would have to leave. 

The Jews realized that they had no choice. So they picked an elderly man named 

Moishe to represent them. Actually, he was sort of the “village idiot,” you know. He had 

only had street sweeping jobs most of his life. They realized they would likely lose the 

debate no matter what, so why risk their best rabbi in the match. Moishe spoke no Latin 

(in fact his Yiddish was pretty bad!). So they told the Pope their man did not speak 

Latin, just to test how austere the Pope would be. The Pope, surprisingly, informed 

them that it could be a silent debate. No words needed. What could be easier than a 

silent debate? 
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Well, the day of the Great Debate arrived. The Pope and his entourage came to 

the Jewish village. Moishe and the Pope sat opposite each other for a full minute before 

the Pope raised his hand and showed three fingers. In reply, Moishe looked back at him 

and raised one finger. The Pope seemed surprised and a bit sobered. 

Then the Pope moved his arm in a big circle around himself, pointing upward 

with his finger. In response, Moishe pointed to the ground where he sat. The Pope 

seemed, well, almost stunned. Deer in the headlights, you know. 

So then, the Pope pulled out a wafer and a chalice of wine. In response, Moishe 

pulled out an apple. 

The Pope was visibly shaken…and finally stood up and said, "I give up. This man 

is too good. The Jews can stay." 

----------- 

An hour later, the cardinals and the papal legates gathered around the Pope on their 

way back to his palace. They were asking him what happened. “How could you lose!? 

How could the Jew be that good ?!” 

The Pope said: "First I held up three fingers to represent the Trinity. He responded by 

holding up one finger to remind me that there was still one God common to both our 

religions, that Monotheism is still the primary Biblical doctrine. He was right. What could 

I say!? 

Then I moved my arm in a big circle around myself, pointing with my finger to show that 

God is all around us, Omnipresent. He responded by pointing to the ground and 

showing that God was also right here with us, right here at this point in space and time; 

He is Immanent, Immanuel, you know... and that of course expresses the doctrine of the 

Incarnation, and the presence of the Holy Spirit, the great wonder of our faith. How the 

Jew knew that, I will never know! I had to admit he bettered me. 
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Well, then I pulled out the Chalice of Wine and the Wafer to show that God absolves us 

from our sins in the Mass, the Holy Eucharist. He pulled out an Apple to remind me of 

Original Sin. I simply had to concede that Original Sin was the very cause and need for 

the Mass, and that Original Sin is the most well-attested, most empirical of all 

theological doctrines…visible everywhere. He had an answer for everything! What could 

I do?... I had to concede the debate.” 

------------ 

Meanwhile, the Jewish community had crowded around Moishe. "What happened?" 

they asked, "Baruch ha Shem! You won! " ...“How could you defeat the Pope!? What 

superior wisdom did you use? Deep secrets of the Kabbalah?” 

"Well," said Moishe, "First he said to me that the Jews had three days to get out of here. 

I told him that not one of us was leaving. 

“Then he told me that this whole city, all around, would be cleared of Jews. 

“ I let him know that we were staying right here." 

“And then?"… asked a woman, with bated breath. … what about the last round…the 

most important, about the Mass?... 

"I don't know," said Moishe. … 

"He took out his lunch and I took out mine."  

 
Reflection:  This is hilarious, no?  … Enough humor to satisfy without further analysis, 

thank you very much! The joke does, however, highlight some serious cultural 

anthropology and cross-cultural communications issues. First, note the power of non-

verbal communication, or “body language.”  Gestures and actions communicate, but the 

very diverse religious and cultural worldviews between the two debaters meant that the 
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gestures were understood very differently from what each source intended.  Consider 

the basic Source>Message>Receptor (S-M-R) model of communication: 
 
 
• The Basic S-M-R Model 

• Source >>>> Message  >>>> Receptor  

• Source – giver of message (encodes message in a medium, verbal or non-

verbal) 
• Message – the content/meaning that is sent; the greater the common 

experience between source and receptor, the better. 
• Receptor – the one who hears the message and decodes it through his/her grid 

or lenses, or mental schemata. 
• Successful Communication happens – when the Receptor (decoder) hears and 

interprets the message with the same meaning the Source (encoder) intended 

when he/she sent it. 
• Unsuccessful communication happens (communication breakdown) – when the 

message M is garbled by “noise” or interference, or barriers between S and R. 

The “noise” can come from cultural, religious, spiritual, linguistic factors and 

more.  
 
Using the S-M-R model, the message intended by the source did not communicate to 

the receptor what the source intended it to!  Meaning is created in the mind of the 

receptor, it does not reside in the intent or symbolic coding of the source. There were no 

shared religious symbols between them. Each participant (whether the Pope or Moishe) 

read into the gestures the meaning he created out of his own worldview (lens, or grid of 

religious beliefs). 
  
Also, the Pope projected his meanings onto Moishe, rather than thinking hard about 

what alternative meanings Moishe may have intended by his gestures. Breakdowns in 

communications between differing religious and cultures have caused much violence 
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and sorrow throughout history, not least in Jewish-Christian relations. In our increasingly 

multicultural world, we need to learn how to best eliminate communication barriers and 

build bridges of successful communication cross-culturally. What are ways we can do 

this?  Here are a few— Be a Receptor-Oriented or (Audience-Sensitive) Communicator: 
 

1. Study the language, culture and worldview of the people with whom you will 

communicate cross-culturally. Know what the “noise” or barriers might be 

between you as S and the R you want to reach. 
2. Maximize the common ground of experience when you communicate. “Humans 

differ widely, but not wildly.” Find common human experience about which to 

relate. Use these to build bridges and trust.  
3. Don’t use idioms in verbal communication (they are known within your culture but 

usually do not translate to the receptor culture). 
4. Don’t project your meanings as a source (S) onto your receptor (R) as the Pope 

did to Moishe. Don’t presume your meanings are the same as his or hers. 
5. Use multiples means or media to communicate, to reinforce and to clarify 

meaning. There are many “signal systems” in the human sensorium: verbal, 

written, visual-pictorial (light and color, “a picture is worth a thousand words”, 

charts, diagrams), aural-audio (tone of voice, volume, music), tactile (touch), 

spatial (how you use space, distance, arrangement of chairs, etc.), temporal (the 

timing of communication), kinetic (body and eye movements), even olfactory 

(smells communicate). Use any (or all) of these systems and media that are 

available and seem appropriate and effective to send messages. 
6. The more personally you can communicate, the better the chances of successful 

communication (e.g. a phone call is better than email. A personal face-to-face 

meeting is better than a phone call) 
 
There may be further observations you can draw out of this story-joke about Jewish and 

Christian (Catholic) worldviews. One that is obvious is the reality Jewish people faced in 

the long Diaspora— the balance of political power was against them. The Christians 
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could rig a debate against the Jews (by threats, manipulation, intimidation, etc.), and the 

Jews did not have the power to counter it. Thus these debates usually went badly for 

the Jews. Hence the comic relief of this joke. Another I note is the very earthy, concrete 

nature of Moishe’s gestures and meanings (this is quite Hebraic) as opposed to the 

highly philosophical and abstract nature of the Pope’s meanings. Can you think of any?   
 
 
 
Jewish Humor – A Lesson from Anti-Semitism for Our Spiritual 
Pilgrimage 
 
“In 1939 a Viennese Jew enters a travel agent's office and says. "I want to buy a 
steamship ticket." 
 
"Where to?" the clerk asks. 
 
"Let me look at your globe, please." 
 
The Jew starts examining the globe. Every time he suggested a country, the clerk 
raised an objection. "This one requires a visa. ...This one is not admitting any more 
Jews. ... The waiting list to get into that one is ten years." 
 
Finally the Jew looks up and says, "Pardon me, do you have another globe?" 
 
 

* Reflection: This joke reflects the tragic anti-Semitism of the Nazi era, which was butt 

a culmination of centuries of anti-Semitism in European Christendom. A point we should 

note is that the Jewish experience has been one of sojourning, and never being able to 

fully feel at home in any nation other than in the Land of Israel (and even there, they are 

still not fully home from the exile until they are back in relationship with God through the 

Messiah). Though the Jewish people have been able to feel at home in the USA better 

than in any nation in their long history, many have the subsidiary awareness (back-

burner of consciousness) that conditions could swiftly turn anti-Semitic here too (as they 

did in Germany in the 1930s). They know deep down that they are a people marked (by 

their chosenness), and that the fallen world will never fully accept and integrate them. 
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Rather than trying to erase the reality of their special identity, they need to embrace its 

real meaning, by affirming relationship with God through Messiah. 

 

This joke is a lesson from anti-Semitism for our spiritual pilgrimage. An application to all 

believers in Yeshua (Jesus) the Messiah is as follows— we must embrace the pilgrim 

ideal. We are never to drive our tent pegs down too deeply into the soil of this world's 

system, because it is passing away and we are part of a Kingdom not of this world. As 

the old Pentecostals used to sing, "This world is not my home, I'm just passin' through."  

Though, as believers, we should be fully involved, active citizens both of the Kingdom of 

God, and of our country of origin, as “salt and light,” we must always prioritize our 

citizenship in the Kingdom of God, and be longing for its consummation when Yeshua 

the Messiah returns in the Second Coming (Philippians 3:20-21). Ultimately, all of us, 

who have had inklings or glimpses of the coming Kingdom, its perfections and beauty, 

look at this sorry suffering world of ours and yearn and ask, “Do you have another 

globe?” …He does. 

 

 
 
 


